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About This Game

NeverEnd is a Rogue-Like Dungeon crawler, where you, a simple adventurer suddenly wakes up in another dimension. Inside of
this dimension there is no sun and the whole world is caved in. Enemies swarm you from left and right and you need to learn

how to defend yourself.

The goal of the game is to escape this dimension. But in order to achieve that goal you'll need to upgrade your gear and become
stronger. Use your powerful weapons and skill to beat hard enemies and the final boss. You are not alone in this dimension as

strange men will help you achieve your goal along the way.

While playing NeverEnd you'll come across Shopkeepers selling different items. You can find anything from Fire Swords, Swift
Blades, Bows, Hooks with many more items to buy. There are also Farmers who sell their animals for mounting but that's not

the only thing they do, you can tame enemies and make them fight for you aswell, this way you can strategies and set up a team
for beating enemy hordes easier and faster.

In order to beat NeverEnd you need to have good gear and a lot of skill, use your items and shield wisely. NeverEnd is a hard
game so stay tough and enjoy the game.
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for those who are looking for a beat'em up game, look no more this game can keep you playing for hours. I like how it has
short levels for all you speedrunners and score attacker out there.. best game in the world. one of my fat friends said this game
was the best he has ever seen. 10/10 would play again.. Don't buy or play it!This game sucks because it has ugly grahics,boring
continent and epty servers ._.. This game is pure perfection. The only thing it needs is more tracks or a beatmap creator.. No
lefty support in Bowshot. Great flim and is worth wathcing twice!. This game is fun. The physics could be better but game is
still early. Handles are good but water physics are lacking (think GTA water physics). Very much like Wave Race 64. It was one
of my favorites as a kid. Playing this now sure beats playing Wave Race 64 on a emulator!. Great game 11/10 if you want a nice
aesthetically pleasing desturctive game get this
. New units, more big maps, more fun!
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Cheap and fun game. Sometimes there is a window problem . Every time but the first time the game went to full screen. I was
hoping to play this on my arcade stick but can not. Luckily it's easy to play with the keyboard after changing the buttons. I have
joy to key so I'll have to give that a try. Anyway it's a fun little game for those who like beat em ups.. Fun game, the ability to
skip levels might ruin it for you.. Very Nice Game to play with friends, but has a really good single player story too!
I Love the older versions the new one's are kind of bad .....
But still a very good game for all player who like to think about thei're steps.

Much Love - Such Good. I like the Game idea and i have somethings i would like to say
1. Ground/Wall textures glitch out
2. reminds me to much of csgo
3. Skins glitch out
4. plz add a more decorative home screen
I would play this game so much if more people played

P.S Keep up the good work Devs ;). Very Fickle Recording software.

Considering all the options I tried that were available. This one was the best. There's obviously plenty out there that are better.
But your choices in recording software range in price. You either pay out enough money that what you have is a statement. Or
you settle for the free option that limits you. PlayClaw 5 is the middle ground.

This program does it job and it does it well. When it wants to. It's really a matter of what you're trying to record. What's great
about this is that you don't have to do much in convuluted setups to get a recording going. And I like that. The GUI is rather
simple and doesn't require you to ask people online for hours on end for an answer to a problem. Startup PlayClaw 5, Boot up
your game, and it's ready to record. Just press a simple Hotkey to start recording and go.

It isn't a space hog either. A lot of people will bring up that it sucks that you have to have Steam open, along with this and your
game open all at once. But at least this program isn't a total space hog. I can have things open in the background like Google
Chrome, Skype, Discord, whatever, and not have issues. Does suck when PlayClaw 5 picks up the beeps from messenger
programs though.

Issues

That's for games that PlayClaw 5 agrees with however. It agrees with most games...(Keyword: most). Other games is where
PlayClaw 5 starts to act like a diva. Depending on the game, the program will either crash, record nothing at all, stop itself from
recording, or continue recording despite that you hit the hotkey to stop it. Other times I record a different screen, I'll see one of
my overlays appear in the recording as a messed up pixel (Usually the FPS counter). Worst case is when I get slideshow
recordings, That's where it'll record maybe a few frames then freeze, then maybe, MAYBE move to another frame. It really
doesn't like dealing with certain games or programs.

Give a few examples.
Bluestacks Emulator - You'll record nothing but a screen that says Bluestacks.
Alphadia Genesis - I have the FPS counter mess up. Then got where the video froze and gave me slideshow gameplay.
Dragon: A Game about a Dragon - Random Black Screens
League of Legends - Play Claw recorded the startup screen. But not the gameplay

Those are just a few examples. Some can be worked around. You can change the recording setting to not hunt for the window
that has the game but just record the Desktop or Everything. Others I can't work around it and have to pray that a rerecording
will fix the problem. Or just find a different recording software altogether. Not fun.

Another issue that pops up and that's if you're recording a high end game for a very long time. You get no warning about your
Hard Drive being full. Once it reaches it's peak that's it. PlayClaw5 will forcibly stop then. But you won't get any warnings
except from maybe your PC itself that you're out of hard drive space.
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Customer Service

Customer Service is nice but not always helpful. They at least respond to your problems. I blame the program itself however.
Cause when I ask for help from them they always tell me to send the crash dump file. A lot of problems however aren't recorded
by the crash dump file. So it leaves me in an SOL situation. Thankfully I haven't had any future problems in the recent few
months but it's still a haunting memory that this could happen again.

Steaming

I only tried this out maybe once or twice. I don't really like it. I mean it's better than some alternatives out there that make you
pay for a monthly service or just leave you hanging out to dry to solve problems. But PlayClaw 5 for streaming is meh. When I
first tried it. It was trying to stream content to my viewers at 10,000kbs and I didn't know it. That's very problematic. So I had to
cut that down. I haven't really tried it again. Never found a reason to. I don't like livestreaming in the first place.

Overall

PlayClaw 5 for the price I got it for. Which was like 30 bucks due to a sale. Is worth it. It does it job right when it wants to.
Doesn't interfere with my gameplaying too much. And that's generally what I like. Something can do its job and do it right. Even
though it does get angry with me and fight me at times. It at least does better than many other screen recording software I tried
out.. My son loves this game! It's cute and creative. I'm having issues even getting it to work though right now, but other than
that all I have is positives about this game. :)
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